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Ortega: The Professor and the University

·,

, ,

THE PROFESSOR AND THE
U N I V ER SIT Y *
Joaquin Ortega'
in long strokes, the story of a c?llege professor, a li~tle man
..1..' who does not amount to mu~h according to the standards Imposed
by our materialistic outlook. He may be at times-admired for his intellectual aptitude, but n~t for long, for it is hard to understand his kindin a land .where everything else is· so understandable. Big shots, and
.small shots who aspire some day to swell into big shots, despise him at
heart, and regard him as a wayward son who has sidestepped from the
path of real enterprise. He is just a ,professor, one of those queer creatures living almost on the margin of American acquisitive society indifferent to the centripetal torce of "making money.". This centripetal
force, which is the source of nearly all our sins and of some of our
virtues, has barely touched him. By preference, he would not have'made
much of it, anyhow-.
The professor of my tale was born in Germany and br~ught to this
country when he was five years old. He was dedicate.d all of his life to
the pusiness of thin-king and making other people think. His ~ermanic
roots took ,to the soil of Wisconsin, much of·it"tilled by hands of German
stock, a' progressive and hard-working group of Americans who have
made of Wisconsin a model sJ:at~. In its state uni~ersity he studi~d in
due succession for the B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees. He went for a
short spell to Heidelberg. In spite of hi~ German birth, his acclimatization to the German strain of Wisconsin, and. ~is sojourn 'in Heidelberg,
there is nothing in him of theoGermany we fought in the last two wars.
"...-,mS IS,

• This essay was written in lune, 1947, on the occasion of Professor M;. C. Otto's
retirement from the UIiiversity 0 Wisconsin, and is now published as a homage to the
State of Wisronsin in her Centennial and to the University of Wisconsin in the 99th anniversary of its foundation.
'.
'
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His brain contains gray matter, mellow and pliant, not -hard steel.
Goethe rather than Hindenburg. He is gentle. He is just an American
professor.
. His life has unfolded quietly and intensely, without great events.
At forty.four he married another teacher, Rhoda Owen. They have a
son and a daughter, now grown up, who have learned from their parents
to respect what needs to be respected and tp question. what needs to be
questioned. The professor's hOI!le is on:J. steep street overlooking Lake
Wingra. There is always a good book on the living room table, a warm
hearth, and a kitchen where, on occasions, very tasty dishes are produced
without the encumbrance of intermediaries.
"
. The professor drives no automobile, but has developed sturdy leg~.
He has simple habits and is spare in his wants, but man of parts that
he is, it may be said he has spent in his lifetime a small fortune in good
books, in good shows, in good concerts. In company, he enjoys a drink.
Not many things have happened to I;rlm exteinally. He is just a professor. For instance, he has received good offers to go to other institu·
- tions at large increases in salary, which h~ always declined. 4t these
times, his salary at Wisconsin was raise4 to meet the outside demand·
- the almost consecrated market procedure. In the case of this professor
there was no rleed of bettering or even .meeting the outside offer. He
was so attached to Wisconsin that a gesture of appreciation was enough.
Once he received-a raise of $250 as the result of' a $1,750 increase of·
fered elsewhere. In 1929 h~ was president of ~e western branch.of the
American Philosophical Society. He attends prpfessional meetings, has
taught in other places, lectures to groups, reads a good deal and argues
with anybody at hand on what he has read or somebody else has read,
likes his students, pays his taxe&, has no police record, and is a good
citizen all around.
The professor's appearance .is insignificant ~ some five feet tall,
slight of body - were it not for that beautiful cranium of his (a massive
one with an ample forehead) , eyes that seem to be searching things all
the time, a mouth persuasive and firm, from whiCh pours, in irrefutable
logic, what his cranium constantly distills, and a facility of manner that
instantly envelops him in a sort of atmosphere. - He is a statue with a
garden -around; not the statue alone on the pavement. Around him,
there is reyerberation, charm, interrogation marks, suspense, unfinished
conversation that 1?-eeds to J:>efinished. The earfhly shadow _cast by 'him
is puny, but his spiritual shadow is magnificent.
I
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The professor is a very serIous man with a very good sense of humor..
He is urbane, and lets himself be teased and even abused,· but he '$t:dkes
back like a panther. He is a master in that nearly· forgotten art of
repartee. H€ teaches course~ in logic, philo,sophy, and humanism. The
professor is~a man of sensibllity and 'of complicated mental processes
very diffiCult, to describe. He qualifies, he a~cumulates, he analyzes, he
gets involved, and then gropes for clarification. The German parenthetical baroque yearning for the lucid woi-d of Greece. The Nordic
pine bending to ,the Mediterranean olive tree.~utter, solid and opaque,
sinking down, wanting to be transmuted into olive oil, liquid, transparent, and buoyant.
()
The professor is poor., He has made in his thirty,-seve~ years of
teaching, $600, $1,000, $2,,000, $3,000, $4,000, $5,000,$6,000, $6,750
per annum, climbing slowly the salary scale, which is, one of the indoor
exercises of academiC infusoria. His books and lectures are of the kind
that do not bring heavy royalties or. fees. Mind you, he has ·been well
paid ... as professors go; but with his family' obligations and the need.
of satisfying. his tastes for certain things, he has never been able to save
a penny. He cann~t purchase clothes, shoes, and hats every season, as
well-groomed Americans .of comparable social status, do. He has to wear
them for several years. One-might say that. his front is clean, but frugal.
He is just a college professor.· Nothing more nor less. Just a professor,
with no other wealth than his mind in this land of,railroads,' factories,
and mines. His mind, however, has been a quarry where generations
of young American men and women have mined tons of intangible
wealth.
He is just a professor, but behind this particular professor, behind
the placid screen of his outward life, there is a strong, homely drama
of idea and emoti0!1, a great university which he helped as much as anybody else to build, a piece of American experience worth recording.
For he has handled all his life an explosive substance, the dynamite
of ~inking, which has caused havoc to all who have handled it since
the world began.· True k.nigh~ make their own world in th~ir minds,
like Don Quixote, and carry it along, happen what may. Meq.tCilI activity
seems the right compensation to a physique that cannot be appreciably
augmented. And tnind is what counts in. the 10ng run. That is why
the life of Max 9tto is significant and more so when seen agaillst the
growth of the' University of Wisconsin and the commonwealth ofWisconsin, as o~e of its produc.ts and mak~rs at the sam~. time.
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The little professor was excellent, but out of tune in a soci~.tY where
excellence must be accompanied by conformity. The majority mind
tried hard to crush the minority mind, as has happened before. The
first concerted attack came in 1912, two years after he had beguq, teaching his course, "Man and Nature." As the result of the accusations made
agains'. Otto for teaching materialism and being a sectari~, President
Van Hise was put on the spot of having either to protect it mere in. structor, thus jeopardizing the interests of the University, or to compromise. He did not compromise. In June of ~at year he delivered his
commencement address The Spirit of the University and tackled'the
issue ~ith wise and courageous words:
'
All subjects in a university are plastic; no one is rigid in outline. Things
taught in one generation vary from those taught in. a previous generation.
Indeed, in a university the teaching of any' year is in advance of that of
the previous year. This freedom of thought, this inquiry after truth for its
own sake, this adjustment of the knowledge of the past in the light of the
newest facts and highest reason - this is the essential spirit of a universitYr ,-which under no Circumstances should it yield. Withou} this spirit an institution is not a university; with this spirit, it is a university, whether it be
.
large or small.
Whether the subject taught be that of the lan~age or history of a
people, knowledge of the universe without reference to the wants of man,
or the application of this knowledge to his needs is a matter of indifference;
provided only this broad, inexorable, uncompromising spirit, this unalterable determination to follow wherever truth may lead regardless Qf preconceived notions or ideas be maintain~d. This spirit makes whatever subject
is studied a university subject, whether it be the humanities or the most
modern of applied sciences. No other spirit is proper for a university; no
infringement upon it can be permitted.

Thus disposing of the attackers, he goes on to say that this spirit
makes a university a center of conflict. If a university were content to
teach only those things on which there is unanimity of opinion there
would be peace, but also stagnation. Struggle means progress. And
then he focuses the young teacher in the case (though without identifying him) with implied approval mixed with severity and good advice:
That a university is to be free does not mean that its staff are to be
propagandists, norrthat they shall be arrogant. The .university is no place
for either the agitator or the pedant. For subjects concerning which there
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is various opinion, the historical method should be followed. Different
views should be fully and fairly presented in ortier 'that the student may be
aware of all the essential facts bearing in every direction and, thus be fully
able to appreciate the different points of view.
Having pursued this method, a professor, one who professes, as pointed
out by Paulsen, has the right to express his personal views and convictioJlS,
provided it be done with humility and with the realization that ultimate
truth has nowhere !Jeen reached, that the advance of tomorrow' may 'modify
the statement of today.
Compare these words with others;said in 1843 by a famous SpanishAmerican educator, the Venezuelan Andres Bello, at the installation of
the University of Chile:,
,.

..

.

Liberty, as opposed on the one hand to the servile docility that accepts
everything without inquiry, 'and on the other hand to the disordered license
which rebelsagai~st the authority 'of reason and against the noblest and
purest instincts of the human heart, will, without doubt, be (he theme of
the University in all its various departments.The students did not compromise either. Alvin Reis, now a respected judge, wrote an editorial, ':Speech Without Shackles," in the
college paper, the Daily Cardinal, quoting the statement from the Board
of Regents report in 1894, which as a "free speech memorial" of the
class of 1910, is stamped upon a bronze tablet on Bascom Hall near the
central doorway, faci~g the statue of Lincoln:
.
Whatevert"be the limitations that trammel inquiry elsewhere; we believe
that the great state niversiiy of Wisconsin should encourage that continual
and fearless sifting and winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.
,

u:

In 1915-1916 Otto's enemies were at it again.' This time three students, now quite prominent personalities,' brought from Chicago a
crack reporter William Ludlow Chenery, then column conductor and
editorial writer for the Chicago Herald, andnow publisher of Collter's
Weekly, who, after visiting Madison, penned a good defense of the right
of free speech. Van HiSe, once again put to the test, made his fanious
"Freedom of Teaching" convocation address.
"
An energetic politician by the name of John Chapple campaigned
in 193 2 for the United States Senate on a,platform directed again~t the
La Follettes. Radicalism at
University~ particularly Otto's, was made
the object of bitter attack. The "old herring" was taken from the can

the

.~.
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and exposed to the horrified eyes of die burghers. Otto became a public
figure in Wisconsin. Students admired him so much by this time that
he had hardly to defend himself. They took the stump against Chapple
in several cities, sometimes speaking from.the same platform, sometimes
at meetings of their own.
Glenn Frank, at the time President of the University:""" a much
misunderstood man in Wisconsin history, and one of the best orators
of modem America - made perhaps the .best speech of his career in
defense of Otto and academic freedom. Chapple won the nomination
in the Republican' primary from the supposedly unbeatable John
Blaine, then United States Senator, but he was defeated in the general
election by the Roosevelt landslide which swept Democrats into power.
There is a contemporary piece of liter~ture well worth quoting,
in order to demonstrate the ethical invulnerability of Otto. A. M.
Brayton, editor and publisher of the leading Republican paper, The
Wisconsin State Journal- ostensibly.on the side of Chapple - devoted
to the Otto case his "Rambler" column on May 15, 1932. After bestowing praise on him as a fine gentleman, an honest home man, a man who
loves nature and children, and noticing his unassuming attitude and
other virtues, he writes:
He is neither sinister nor cynical.. I speak from, the knowledge of many
people. He is a lovable character, his is a winning personality.••. But just
for· these very qualities that make him admirable and lovable, Professor
Otto will be ·considered even more a menace to those of us who willy-nilly
have a religious belief, because his sheer attractiveness and natural leadership are bound to affect the young students who come to take his courses.
I'll leave this matter of the natural effect to- any university psychologist.

The Devil in the accoutrements of the Angel, or the Wolf in the
skin of the Lamb. Or rather an opportunistic pqlitician being sorry
that Otto was so good that it was too bad not to have him on his side.
For Otto has never been a' "menace" to anybody's genuine religious
spirit. He has strengthene~ the moral aspiration of his students, made
those genuinely religious more religious, and those less religious more
responsive to spiritUal values.
And now comes the closing chapter in Otto's career as a champion
of liberty. Previously he had stood his ground. Now he took his Quixotic lance and attacked the windmills. On December 6, 1941, the Board
of Regents of the University undertook to decide whether S. L. Ely's
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book on The Religious Availability of Whitehead's God should.. or
should not be publish~d. EIX, assistant professor !Jf 'philosopht,.at, the
University, was a conscientious scholar against whom a charge of prejudice could hardly be leveled. The book had been accepted by the faculty
publications committee ,and recommended for publication by the University Press. When the matter was brought up before the :ao~rd of
Regents, one of them objected to the 'approval of the contract until lie
could have an opportunity to examine the ~nuscript. Otto protested
as chairman of the department. affected. His protest was not made
, public at the time. Th~ regent reported at the 'January 20, 1942;meeting that he had found nothing objectionable except the title. But then
another regent held up publication again in order to read the book too,
and decide whether it should be publishe<:t. Otto req..~d to concede
the regents' right to censor university publications. Clarence P~ Dykstra,.
placed in a difficult position bethen President of, the Universitr,
tween a professor whom he highly esteeIned and the Board of Regents.
He did not let the professor down.
Otto scored iii a communication to the Daily Cardinal- which carried on, as the students always have, a vigorous battle for university
freedom. A few excerpts:

was

, The regents ot the University have called two sttikes on the publication
of a very good book. It sometimes happens that two strikes are followed by
a home run. But it is also possible that it will be three strikes and out. We
shall see before the game is over. . • . [Some regents] took a position which
implies that the board of regents, not the designated publication committee,
must assume responsibility fo)' the chatacter;zof university press publications.
This leaves nQthing to do but quietly surrender or openly declar~ oneself.
'
I prefer to do the latter.
It is incredible that any regent of the University of Wisconsin would
take the position: .. that an educational··institution must keep away from
controversi31 issues. In a world which has become one huge controversy,
'what is more important to talk about than the controversial issues in which
we are involved? How else are we to discover the social, moral, and religious
ideas and loyalties on which our destiny as a democracy depends? ,'. • • The
basic educational consideration is not that controversial issues be avoided,
but that an honest effort De made to light up the elements of the controversy
rather than to win a victory for one's own side by careless or deliberate
neglect of relevant facts.
The department to which I belong can not; I believe, justly be acP1sed
of willful or incompetept blindness: ••• The regents of the' tlniversity have
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the power to eliminate any member of the department, or the wllole ~part.
ment of philosophy from the academic scene. . . . But they have not the
power to kill in any member of any department the spirit of honest research
if he wills it to be alive; and they cannot determine the area in which that
spirit
shall most fruitfully be
,
. at work.
. The Student Board and other campus organizations aligned themselves with Otto. Emeritus Professor William H. Lighty and Reverend
Alfred W. Swan of the Congregational Church sent letters to the press.
The Board of Regents eventually decided that hereafter they would not
undertake to pass on the contents of publications, but limit themselves
to the question of finances involved in the publication contracts recommended by the" Comptroller. The Daily Cardinal exulted: "The fact
still remains that' orice more Wisconsin's tradition as a stronghold of
free and independent thought and the untrammeled expression thereof
has been upheld." The fact also remains, following the motif of my
opening lines, that Otto is just a professor, a good professor, neither
more nor less. A professor with manly attributes. The fact also remains
that the students at the University of Wisconsin have always been a
pretty decent lot to work with and 'for. The fact also remains that the
regents had sufficient tolerance to see the light. Contenting themselves
in their resolution with a "spanking" to the pugnacious professor, they
did not carry the issue to an extreme as might have happened in another state less uSed to civility' than Wisconsin.
The incorrigible child of all generosities recommended the appointment of Dr. Alain L. Locke, American philosopher and Negro
educator, as Visiting Professor of Philosophy for the second semester
of 1945-1946 to teach "The Philosophy of the Arts" and a seminar in
"Value." I know that there was raising of eyebrows, but nobody by
this time dared to question the will of the little man. They knew he
had good American answers. And President E. B. Fred, Dean Mark
Ingraham, and the Board of' Regents who officially approved dtto's
move deserve the gratitude of all Wisconsinites; for'Dr. Locke gave Wisconsin besides the satisfaction of feeling itself humane, one of the most
brilliant pages in its teaching history. To me ~is ges~~.e of Otto extending a hand to the forgotten brother is the culmination of a life-long
struggle in the pursuit of happiness for oth,ers.
.
It is almost impossible to write about Otto without writing about
the University of Wisconsin, for the existence of both is inseparable.
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The University of Wiscons.int I cannot but be lyrical in .spe~ing
of Wisconsin. I taught there twenty-five years. Transplanted as 1 was
to this country at the age of 'twenty-three from my native soil of Spain,
with my cu~tural attitudes already crystallized, I had to let those crystals
melt and reform other crystals with the traditions. and practices of
the ,land of my adoption. In this process of acculturation I had to
burrow into the earth that was to fertilize the other already plowed and
fertilized earth. I" so to speak, grew again. I learned more America than
those who are born· Americans. And I am everlastingly grateful for the
lesson. So much America I learned that wHen I was' examined for
citizenship, the "doorkeeper," on listening to one. of my replies, threw
up his arms and exclaimed: "Brother, you've got me therel"
Wisconsin taught me a lesson in quality. There were other uni.versities in the land with larger enrollments and ~~-e income, but none
better. Wisconsin taught me a .Jesson in pUblic-'service. There wereother universities in the land with ample research funds, but none with,
men imbued with a clearer con~eption of their'role in society and the
leadership that is incumb~nt upon a university. Wisconsin taught me
a lesson in the nobility that. comes when intelligence is nourished by
character, a lesson in the joy of freedom and self-responsibility. Looking back at the Wisconsin I knew, I dare tell the world what a univer.
sity should be and sho~ld not be:
A university 'is a good society for men, wh~n everything in it is
moving towards good. Wisconsin did not ne.ed artificial embellishments to make its campus supremely beautiful. God put th~e a
.hill, trees, water tQ look upon. A hill-symbolic of ascension. Stu.dents and teachers every day have to walk up to old Bascom Hall, from
where irradiates fervor in search of truth and beauty forfheir own sake,
and also for making them operative in the life of men. There is intimacy in the landscape. There is in the peace of the surroundings an
invitation to tensile inward life. Peace to disengage, the mind, and peace
to engage the mind, too.
A university is a place for men of decent intellectual inclinations to
work, when the value 6f the t~acher is' felt ~ike by the teacher, the student, an enlig~tened academic and administrative leadership, and the
commupity where it is set. The fiduciary reward· is relatively unimportant for men who, dwelling in the' Spirit, must sense. how short life is.
The~e are other. rewards, perspective, sense of cre-ation, ~tisfaction in
moulding human beings. A university is a miserable place to work
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, when the teacher m-ust yield all or part of his intellectual integrity to an
opportunistic academic bureaucracy swollen by self-importance, or to
outside pressures-pressures, low in spirit and high in arbitrary power,
brought in by the fetid air of politics, prejudices, or sel~ interests. For
then, neither the teacher nor the student can ever gaiinfull stature.
They act like dwarfs walking amid shadows they cannot ~ven challenge.
A university gets to be a small world of supercitizens, when profe~ors
exercise their rights of free citizens instead of h~ving to tOlogi~e for or
defend such ,rights. A university tran~forms itself. into carburetor of
ideas and visions, when men are not harassed by dministrative
minutiae, by statistical tabulations and other excrecences of the quantitative gentry, and can concentrate on the chores of learning to teach
and teaching to learn; when abnormality, in the conn;otation of not
being altogether "regular," is tolerated, and a few Si'led "nuts" are
permitted to ro.am the precincts, for they usually hav ; something on
the ball, and add color and variety to, the game. .There nothing more
dull for professors and students, than to drink day aftet day from' the
, same water served in the same containers. Let the waterJbe mixed with
. something else, and the containers adop~ di~ering shaper..
Universities until recent years were run chiefly by men of learning
-Gilmm, Eliot, Harper, Angell, Van Hise, Wheeler, Jbrdan, Neilson.
Following the prevalent tendency in our overorganized ~arge-scale production, they are now mosdy run hy administrators. D~scending upon
the campuses with so-called efficiency as their motto, these a~nis
trators pay more attention to building the frame than e inner structure. Thus they rely on external values, on operation, d soon there
appear in the academic beehive too many bees who che k and regulate
the communal labor, but bring no honey. Public relations become a
fetish, and professors are supposed to become caterers ~f pleasantries.
When one of those powerful "fathers" comes in, the ~lty shakes in
its boots and girds itself for a hectic period of reform wHich in the long
run reforms nothing and perturbs the normal function\- of the institution. More-momentum in academic America has been arrested by spasmodic innovation than by any other cause.
i
Universities grow in quality by cultivating their g$'den zealously,
wi~out concerning themselves mu~ with anything eJ!se. Wisconsin,
for instance, has been for a long time a hatching grouIjld for first-rate
teachers. When a big man leaves for another place, t)lere remains a
waiting line of younger men and women ready to take ov~ anq in many
~
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cases do better than the elders. The growth has been, as alllegi~mate
growth is in human institutions, from within, feec::1ing itself from its
own reservoir by a continuous process that creates tradition and renewal
at the same time. In recent ,years we have witnessed the speetacle of
wealthy institutions buying nam.e-professors here and'there as if they
were collecting masterpieces for a museum. These plasterpieces are
placed side by side with ut!er disregard of their character and what they
are to represent in terms of enrichment; of the "inner atmosphere"which is what counts in enterprises of the spirit. ,The results of such
schemes to make lJnivetsities by purchase has been quite disappointing.
Old professors, uprooted from the environment they. hadtheniselves
made, can hardly add much mote than the glamour of their careers to
the alien environment. And they break the morale of the institution
they come to..Let us concoct a "celestial image;' to give a gr~phic descript~on of the effect of these incursions. When the imported luminaries
are superimposed on an already revolving firmament, the litde ~tar& no
longer find incentive in shinin~, for they know they can hardly e~pect to
become big stars, and so they scamper away to other skies. And some of
the belated nomads are not very happy either.
Wisconsin has not needed to purchase the finished product in the
market. Wisconsin has raised its own produce. It has given a chance
to young scholars to show their stuff and make themselves and the institution they were serving. I have seen in Wisconsin strong ~aduate
departments eme~ge from professional cells which had hardly talten
shape when they came into the ground, but that through intensive work,
imagination, Self-criticism, and institutional 'spirit-the play is the thing,
and not the actors--.:grew into commanding bodies.
.
A university is sometliing like the Wisconsin I came to in '1916, a
pla;ce where one breathed civic independence and where one sensed in
all its doings tbe tensi()n of the spirit. When one cast one's eyes about
and saw practically'all public institutions mediatized, becoming, more
- and more, through appetites ~f greed or privilege, vassals in the· commonwealth, one realized that perhaps the university could be the only
body of men stilll~ftsomewhat free to. buil~ a better society, or at least
to proclaim 'how it might be built. Wisconsin did the latter. Assailed
as it was at times by petty interests, it kept on its catalytic role ~til its
prescriptions-regulatory commissions to· check· monopoly, legislative
libraries to help write intelligible.laws, liason between university and
government. (it is fi~ting to have together, as in Madison, the domes. of
.lr.,7
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learning and statesmanship) to put to work on state proplems the best
brains available, an extension service which brought th~ university to
the threshold of every home, road marking to make it j'harder to get
lost in Wisconsin than to find your way in other stat~," etc., etc.were accepted throughout the country. One felt this ferPient of doing
wise and humane things in the marrow of one's bones, a~d was tremendously proud of that "Wisconsin Spirit," an undefinable, permeating
essence that I am awkwardly trying to put down in word~.
And Wisconsin became known in the' world as one seat of ~eaming
impregnated with virtue. Its then dilapidated halls were the refuge of
men and women who sought, with ~rgency, wisdom and ~quity and justice for their fellow beings. Institutes, business associations and corporations, foundations, individuals-some of which were good and some of
which were not so good-proffered funds, at times in go~"4;:faith, at times
with conditions ~ttached. Wisconsin, in dou?t, preferre<jP to keep ~loof
from all entreaties to surrender an 01:lnce of Its Self. There were Jokes
about the policy: "Wisconsin is not a tincup instituti9n." Perhaps it {ljd
go too far and mad~ us lose bricks for a medical school, b1jlt it was heroic
in substance, and produced more than one academic hero and more
than one genuine public servant. In the rickety laboratories and in the
overcrowded library, old and young bent their backs heur after hour.
Citizens stood by, taking occasional potshots at the University when
appropriations came up in the legislature, but in the e~d giving more
than they~ould, in order to keep on making what they! were proud to
have made. They knew that Wisconsin, a relatively poor state surrounded by wealthier states, drew Hocks of youngsters frem those states.
~hey saw, too, students coming in large numbers from f~raway parts of
the country and from foreign lands, and little by litt~e they became
aware that the University. of Wisconsin was, after all, "sQmething." Farmers, professional men, small and large business men, tasted the thrill
of creation. On Wisconsin! In such a race of open hearts and open
minds, one could not but open the throttle of one's q.eart and one's
mind.
Nobody symbolizes better than Otto the Spirit of iWisconsin. Intensely religious, he questions all religions. Earnestly preoccupied with
education, he questions all pedagogic panaceas. Liberal to the core, he
ques~ons all ~xc~ssive ideologies. :Umost pathologicallyf~a~n~dto ~e
workings of hiS Intellect, he questIons day after day thJ~alldity of hiS
~.I

\
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intellect. Hardly touched by life in bis academic seclusion~ he has u~cea.s
ingly created life' about him. Respettful of the cultural tradition,. Ire is
also what Ortega y Gasset will call an "Adamist," one who faces the world
as the first man upon it. True philosopher in the stream of comprehensive humanism, his interest spreads to other fields. He has made an effort
to understand the .sciences which have brought':'-with technological development and the failure of the social sciences to citch up with it~ such
challenge, and such a confusion, tOOl to modern life. A deep_ well of
humanity and sentiment, he tries hard to harness .sentiment with re~on.
He is- a fervid skeptic, paradoxical as this' may sound. .A mild and
cautious man, his head is hallowed by the pains left.there by doubt. But
doubts affect only the periphery of his mental processes. He has beliefs.
He believes in youth, corporeal and figurative. ~e has laundered
the minds of young men and women in the water of fearless- thInking.
His course "Man a,nd N attire" became a baptism, a "must" in the list of.
every student. Every ~y for him is a dawn, to be newly defined, and
like the lay monk that he is, he prays for making that day a little
brighter than the day before. The last time I Saw him, two years ago,
when discussing with him national matters and university matterS and
intellectual endeavors, I fo;und him as young in outlo~k and thirst for
knowledge as twenty years before. He believes in the integrity of the
individual, rebel Christian that he is, and goes out of his way to champion the most unpopular causes whenever the rights of a self-his or
another's- have been invad~d. He believes in justice, objective jus~ce
that feeds upon 'itself. He believes in clarity, and has spent a lifetime
unravelling his head to make it. exudate in spoken and written word
some understandable postulates. Whether he has succeeded, is not very
important for the Unamunesque writer of this sketch, who disagrees with
his position. toward Eternity. As _a matter of fact we represent the two
.opposite p~les of sensibility. He is essentially the raisonneur and I am
essentially the mystic. His philosophy springs frOJ:9, experience, mine [;subjugafes experience. The important thing for me has been. to watch
"the tragic quest and feel in me the pathos of his experience.
A group of professors and townsmen f9rmed many years ago ~ dinner club (FBM-first by merit-we called it conceitedly), which has
been yeast in the academic life of Wisconsin. I remember once when
Otto gave us a dissertation on-the nature of free speech. He, a believer
iii free speech and in all the fun:damental liberties, underto<?k with the
equanimi~ of a judge to pond~r all sides of the question, and after
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exposing to us his pangs in reaching a definition, he concluded: "The
truth of the matter is, gentlemen, that I really do no~ know what free
speech is." Whereupon our good-natured physiologist, the "show-me"
Claude Bernard retorted: "Max, if you do not know what free speech
I" Max replied.
,
is, why both~ with it?" "There you
Yes, "there you arel" There is Otto, chasing an ide~ until it
escapes, which is authentic research. There is a university engaged in
producing quantities of an imponderable commodity called "thinking,"
which has-:-in spite of the "vocationalists" and other educational subspecies-more' "transferable value" than all other educational commodities. A university with liberal convictions, and with conservative. convictions too, yet more devoted to teaching "how" to think. than "what"
to think-the "what" that stamps the seal 'of utilitarianism and corrup'
tion in our academic halls.
Otto is practical too. He wants knowledge to be translated into
action. He wants to pierce the ranI,<.s of the misguided majority with
glimpses of better living. He want$, the citizen to affirm himself in
terms of honest achievement rather than in terms of goals set up by a
wrong conception of success. He wants the citizen to ~ve independ·
ence of thought, and to acquire the habit of judging sttuations with
knowledge of the facts, so that his decisions will be significant and equitable. Ideological, religious, or political labels divide man within himself and fr<?m other men, and predispose him to acceptance without
examination. Otto has enriched the horizon of his students with vistas
of peaceful grounds, abundant in fruits, where men can' give and not
lose, where men can make without destroying.
.
He believes in the university as the summum ~f in~elle£tual an~
moral obligation. In a short article, "Keeping Civilizing Influences,"
which appeared in The Capital Times on January 31, 194~, anticipating
the great holocaust that was coming and making a plea forFthe preserva-,
,r
tion of our cultural heritage, he wrote:

are

·t

I have believed that a university should be, in a special s~e, th~ place
where the aspirations and intelligence of a people reach their highest 'level.
It should be the place where the clearest vision is attained of life's better
possibilities, and where the most humane attitude toward' life finds its
~est expression. I still believe this and am convinced that it was never so
necessary that faith be actualized in practice.
·
Otto's philosophy is, in the ultimate analysis, a workiI~g philosophy

.,
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of education and a working philosophy of democracy. I mean by. this
that all his thinking has been directed towards ways and means 6ff making'students aware of the fundamental problems of life in our nationa natio~, not taken in ,the narrow sense of a political unit, but in the .
ample one of a tide of hu~ beings from all,' the shores of the earth
looking, forward to a better physical and spiritual destiny than other
men have had before. "The outstandiJlg feature of his effort has been
the determination to give philosophy a thoroughly social character,
in contraposition to the essentially individualistic streak of most present-day philosophy. Early preoccupation with technical philosOphy took
progressively a turn towards living philosophy. He realized that the
blueprints providea by technical philosoplIers: who work in detaChment from the struggles of men, were not enough. Blueprints, to be
adeq\late, must be worked up by men in different fields -co-opet:ating
with one another.. From .this co-operation as the basis of achie~ing a
philosophy of life, there follows his theory of "Creative Bargaining,"
which he has discussed in various piaces.
In the Foreword of The Human Enterprise he emphasizes his bias:
"a militant iI;tterestin man's earthly enterprise"; in "a life of happiness .
and dignity for all so far as this is obtainable"; in,what, he calls "living
scholarship"-that is, a scholarship alive in itself and its uses and aware
that mere technique is not necessarily scholarship, and that one can
"adhere to rigorous standards of evidence and tru~" and also have '~a
nose for truth" and "follow its scent oD, the I1l:n?' Otto-is a teacher in
the noblest m~aning of the term. As -he says in these or similar words,
h~ does not want' to be either the philosopher who plants doubtS until
skepticism colors all thinking, or one who conjures ultimate reality from
personal experience, or a magician-like being who pulls ideological
rabbits out of a hat, or the more common variety of the one who fishes
for abstract ideas in the quiet pond of meditation in order
exhibit_
his catch oblivious of other "particulars" that are also swimming in the
currents of events. In distjnction to these types, Otto insists on finding
,philosophic problems in the contex~ of daily life.
It may be said of him what he himself said of John Dewey: "HiS is
a philosophy for these times, for ~l of us, but especially for the oncoming g~neration, for those who must navigate a river that has· broken its
banks, and who must chart their· course by new headlands as traditional
beacons grow dim, and vanish from sight." How true this sounds after

to

1
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the atomic bomb experience, and after om having smashed a! totalitarian
regime only to see- the menace of another rising in Europel;
It is for me difficult, not having had the fortune of being instructed by Otto, to make a coherent statement assembling the many
praises I have heard for twenty-five years from hundreds of his students.
To meet this vacuum I have asked-in th~ process of preparing this
essay-some of his former students to write to me opinions' on his
teaching. I cannot resist reproducing part of a letter received frqm one
of the foremost psychologists of present day America:
Max is the only professor whose classes I have sat through an entire
semester as an auditor. This may cast reHections upon my o~ weakness -of
purpose, but it does indicate to me the magnetic character of Max's teaching.
clndeed, I have sat through two entire courses of his, The Human Enterprise and Ameri<4Il Philosophers. Max's techniqu~ is difficult to describe~
but not its effects. You can feel his deep sincerity, even in his lightest
momentS, but you never feel that he is 'fanatical. He carries /you along by
methods you cannot detect, to conclusions you had not iJiltended. His
touch is never heavy, and yet you feel the importance of what he is saying.
He has an extraordinary way of challenging, and sometimes iIUuriating, the
members of his class. He does not hesitate to single out indi\tiduals for his
attacks and, although I have seen students get genuinely 'angry with him, I
have never seen one to stay angry more than a few minutes. On the other
hand, those who attack him in anger quickly get a taste of the strong antagonist in Max. When it comes to things of which he is s~~, he remains
impregnable, and rejects a weak compromise with -as great c~ntempt as he
might an inferior. article of food. He is completely ~imself on the platform,
or in a discussion group. . . . That seems to be one of the important secrets
of his amazing popularity. One feels that he is not acting a p~t, or playing
teacher, philosopher and friend for the sake of a salary. I think you would
feel, even if you did not. know it, that he would not compromise in teaching
for any salary. He laughs publicly at himself for making mistakes, for being
at a loss for something, for being worsted by a student, and even just because
the students are enjoying a laugh on him. But right after the laugh, his
antagonists had better look out. That is his point for hittirig back .hard.
He is Socratic in his method, helping the student to ,set a trap for himself,
and then closing the door neatly behind him. When he sees ~at a student
is caught; however, he always becomes meliorative. He help~ to make the
student comfortable, and then later shows him a way out. He is always a
leader but not a l!river. . . . I,may sum the busitt~ss up bj- saying that,
alth9ugh I have had twelve years of college, graduate school; and medical
.
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school, I have never known a teacher who was more serious than he,. and
never met one who got more fun out o.f teaching.

'

.'

. He is a teacher; 'neither more nor less. Otto has always treated
students as man to man. His stu4ents were not just students of philosophy, ,but persons, whole persons, studying philosophy. There. is a
difference. That is, it seems tome, another secret of his success which
should be added to the secrets the psychologist has revealed. Youth is
an ascensipn to full physical and mental being, and there is nothing
more negative in eduQl.ting youth than to arrest this march with the
condescending attitude of the dominus who is making allowances or
dishing out precious liquid from his golden cup. The cup must be
passed ilround. In his ea.t:ly days Otto studied how to be a teacher,
not through the stilted methods of die "professional educators" but '
through experience. He used to go out with his students o~weekends
to discuss with them philosophical problems-yes,' philosophical problems-amidst the landscape of wisconsiii". It is easy to be philosophical
on top of a -ridge looking dp~ on the waters of a river, after having
disengaged oneself from urban relativities. The agora, the open space,
~~ the right setting for dialogue. The Greeks knew well that- teaching
philosophy is an art of dialogue rather than an art. of exposition. For
with dialogue things are contrasted. Aild when an interlocutor misses
the point, the teacher may quickly with a question transpose himself
into his own interlocutor. True dialectic is to talk to and to listen to.
Most professors simply talk to, ~d when they feign to listen, it is with
the impatience of gaining an opportunity to talk to, some more. The
value of these excursions fpr "the budding teacher was, aside from com"radeship on an equal plane, insight into student problems with which
philosophy, his professed subject, might profitably .make contact in the
classroom,.and light upon how'to conduct himselffrom the .professorial
podium with regard to these problems. No, wonder that the 'student
rallied to his defense when he was accused of teaching a destructive
philosophy. The worn-out images of the tea~her burning his light. to
give light, or passing the torch to the oncoming generation,. ar~ not
applicable here. There w~ a single torch kindled in indivisible offering
' .
by him and his students.
Perhaps the best state~ent Otto ever made on what he tried to be
for his students, -and what he hoped his students would be to him, is z
contained in his baccalaureate address of 1932, The Ministry which
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Thou hast Received. This is a compact message on the high~r purposes
of education: building character so as to live on an ethicall~el in private and public life: idealism; frankness and honesty; sense of ~umor and
sense of proportion; rejection of doctrines that might 'makte~ right; the
Christian precept of defining 0Il:eself by what one loves ratller than by
, what one hates; acceptance of good will and understanding as the,motivating forces for social change; resistance to mass pressure; and above all,
"the equipment and training of the mind." Not a mind fo~ ornament
or. to make of it an instrument for material gain, but mind lior leadership, for sheer thinking and through thought bringing joy to aneself and
betterment to others. In this address occurs the line, "We who still
enjoy the boon of saying what is in our minds. . • .n Let not these
words of Otto become through bigotry in America a paraphrase of the
uAve, Caesar!, morituri te salutant" of the Romans.
I

!

We come to the end of the tale. I could write a few par~aphs on
influences which have played a formative role in the devel~pm~nt of ~
Otto's philosophic personality: E. A. Birge, the magnificent! old man,'
now ninety-six and still carrying on his s)1oulders what is be~t in Wisconsin, whose conspicuous all-around culture, dignity, and devotion to
work have always seemed to us the university ideal; George, Sellery; a .
staunch friend, sparing in praise but loyal in action, teasing -Ot.to for
two decades to better eftort by precept and example in his educational
wisdom and ripe, urbane, and dependable scholarship; Frederick Jackson Turner; F. C. Sharp; Boyd H. Bode; B. J. Kinnel ; Eduard
Lindeman; Dickinson S. Miller; Eugene Debs; William J ~mes' .and
John Dewey's writings, etc. But such paragraphs have relu.ctantly to
be omitted in order to' keep this essay within prescribeq boubds.
Otto is retiring and with hi~-under the inexorable law! of chCUlge
-much of what was Wisconsin is fading too. But Wisconsin,~trueto its
motto, is still intent on going forward. New ideas will grow there,
with devotion to beauty and truth, for the se~ds are deep jq. the land.
There will be one more emeritus professor of that powerful combination of teacher-scholars who will adequately bear the title' of merit.
Youth is merciless, and has no deference to those in its w~y. These
emeriti, in Wisconsin and elsewhere, are soon pushed asikie, ostracized by aggressive newcomers. Had I money, I 'Would e-stafolish here
in this sober land of New Mexico a little free university for those of
quality, up'in the mountains, a Mecca, where all who have :toiled for
.

.
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and dreamt of a better world could come -to give off the last and best
sparks of their talents.
-.
.Otto is' retiring at seventy with three or four books; numerous
articles, technical and non-technical, thirty-seven years of university
teaching at WiscoDsin, Harvard, Chicago, Ohio State, Minn~sota,
U. C. L. A., and a meager pension. Of material resOurces-~hat Da~ers
call "collateral"-he has accumulated very little. No lamentation is in
order. Through the ages the cash price of the Spirit has been ,small,
but that circumstance shall I\ever stop the bargai!1.
W1)en, however, one invests so much as Otto did. without thought
of the return, assets are inevitably~ left behind. Some six hundred of
his students and friends crowded on May 6, 1947, in the Great Hall of '
th~ Memorial Union of the University of Wisconsin, to celebrate the
"Max C. Otto Jubilee." At th~~nner~venin his honor .disnnguished
persons spoke: George C. Sellery, former Deap of the College of Letters
and Science at the University, who acted as Master of Ceremonies; Philip
F~ La Follette, former Governor of Wisconsin; Joyce Erdman of the
Wisconsin Student Association; Frederick H. Burkhardt, Professor of
Philosophy at Wisconsin and President-elect of Benningtol) College;
Samuel Rogers, ProfeSsor of French and well-known novelist and pianist;Alain Locke, Professor of Philosophy at Howard University; Lloyd
K. Garrison, former Dean of the Law School at WiSconsin and Chairman of the National War Labor Board; and Otto himself. Messa,ges
were read from John Dewey and others. The proceedings have 'been
.
printed in a handsome 23-page brochure. _
The Sponso~s' Committee announced that there was a surplus of
$8,500 from the Jubilee Dinner which was offered to the little professor
as a "scholarship at large."
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